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Document Imaging version 12.96 is released!

Document Imaging SDK 12.96 now includes a brand new C# Annotation sample application that
uses the Document Imaging SDK DLLs instead of the OCX/ActiveX controls. The outdated
OCX/ActiveX control technology will be phased out for a more secure alternative. The annotation
sample includes the source code on how to implement many of the complex annotations in the
Document Imaging SDK to help developers easily transition their applications. The following
annotations are available for implementation:
Whiteout
Highlight
Note
Line
Rectangle
Rounded rectangle
Ellipse

Text
Freehand
Metafile
Stamp
Rubber stamp
Voice
Comment

Checkbox
Textbox
Multiline textbox
Datetime
Shape (Left/Right/Up/Down arrow)

Added support for opening and saving Vector/Editable PDF to the Annotation C++, Annotation OCX
C#, and Annotation DLL C# samples.
The Document Imaging SDK now includes new solutions and project files for Visual Studio 2022,
2019, and 2017 to the C++, C#, and VB.NET samples. We removed old solution and project files for

Visual Studio 2013, 2012, 2010, and 2005.
Many outdated samples are removed from Document Imaging SDK. Some of the samples were also
updated. For more details please see the Document Imaging SDK version history.

The complete list of improvements in the latest Document Imaging includes the following:
DATE: 02-10-2022
Version: 12.96 (revision: 905)
Annotation - Added Vector PDF opening and saving ability to the Annotation C++, Annotation OCX C# and Annotation
DLL C# samples (#14885)
DATE: 02-01-2022
Version: 12.95 (revision: 901)
Samples - Added new solution and project files for Visual Studio 2017, 2019 and 2022 to the C++, C# and VB.NET
samples (#14808)
Samples - Renamed the samples which use OCX files instead of DLLs (#14843)
Samples - Removed old solution and project files for Visual Studio 2005, 2010, 2012 and 2013 (#14839)
Samples - Removed outdated or redundant samples (Color PDF, Set Any Devmode and Thumbnail samples) (#14842)
Samples - Added missing source files (FormDateTime) to the Document Imaging OCX C# and Annotation OCX C#
Samples (#14861)
Database - Added new functions to the BiDB.dll for getting the database error message on failure (#14844)
Scanning - Fixed runtime exception when starting the Twain C# and VB.NET Samples (#14845)

Free Upgrades and Priority Support
Do not forget to subscribe to future releases by purchasing maintenance. With an active
maintenance subscription, you will receive all new releases for free! Priority email technical support
is also included in your subscription. For more information, call us at +1 (561)-757-4107 Extension 3,
or sales@blackice.com.
As a special offer, if your maintenance subscription has expired or you did not include the
maintenance subscription in your original purchase, simply refer to this newsletter to renew or add
maintenance retroactively!
For license information, please visit our Customer License Management Portal.
*Only valid for new purchases, no upgrades or add-ons. This offer cannot be combined with any other discounts.
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